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Fault Management to support rocket 
engine test mission with highly 
reliable and accurate measurements; 
















































































International Space Station Rocket Engine Test Stand
CURRENT FM APPROACH
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SSC ISFM Capabilities
Go To Part View Part
ISFM Models (Embedded Data, 
Information, and Knowledge): 
MTTP Implementation
Health Anomaly Database:
Health Electronic Data Sheets
Repository of anomalies
Integrated Awareness: 
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CORE ELEMENTS: Architecture, taxonomy, and 
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CORE ELEMENTS: ATO for DIaK 
Management
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CORE ELEMENTS: ATO for 
DIaK Management


















Leak through a valve shared by two pressurizable subsystems: (1) 
Valve is twice suspect, and (2) If pressure increases in one 
subsystem and decreases in the other, then Valve is leaking. 
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Checking for Pressure Leaks: 
Continuous and Comprehensive Vigilance
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Intelligent Sensors: Virtual and Physical
• Virtual Intelligent Sensors provide benefits of ISHM 
capabilities to existing data acquisition systems by 

























To Control Room & 
existing applications
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Execution of Fault Management 
(Courtesy of General Atomics Corporation)
Smart Sensors
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Field Pilot Implementation 
A1 and J-2X IFM MODEL
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Field Pilot Implementation 
GROUND OPERATIONS HEALTH 
MANAGEMENT (GOHM)
LC-20 ISHM Model (KSC)
Sensor anomalies detected during 
the demonstration
 




























FOR ROCKET ENGINE 
TESTING 
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